
Facilities Planning Process
Survey Results







10-Year Enrollment Projections

2,165 additionbal students over the next 10 years (2017/18 - 2026/27)

Bridges



Agenda

5:30 pm Dinner and eat as we begin the session
5:30 -6:00 pm Agenda overview  

● Framework, Process & Roles 
● Presentation of survey results and input notes

6:00-7:00 pm Break up into assigned small groups to digest feedback by 
option.  Answer the following:

○ According to the feedback, what are the strongest aspects 
of this option?

○ According to the feedback, what are the most 
concerning/weakest aspects of this option?

○ What are the changes suggested to improve this option that 
your group would like forwarded to the Design Team?

○ Is this an option that meets the district's facilities needs?
○ Is this an option that should remain on the table for 

community feedback in the next round?
7:00-7:10 pm Break
7:10-7:40 pm Return to large group for 10 minute presentation by each group to 

report out
7:40-8:20 pm Large group discussion to seek clarifications and discussion of 

stakeholder data analysis for input to Design Team
8:20-8:30 pm Shared Key Messages 



Small Groups

Elementary 
(Centralized & Neighborhood)
Amy Cotton
Annette Peterson
Betty Martin
Dave Thompson
Don Horkey
Ed Speiker
Enrique Velazquez
Jen Musto
Jonathan Drewes
Josh Welch
Julie Lundquist
Katie Moras
Lisa Henningsen
Paige Pribble
Ryan Wagner
Stacey Greenlee

Facilitator: Christine, 
                  Board Room

Secondary 
(One High School or Two)
Amy Crosby
Bill Schroer
Catherine Busch
Jason Kwiat
Juan Macías
Kara Mills
Karie Curnow Maurer
Kathleen Martins
Kelly Spronk
LeAnn Dow
Christina Laridaen
Shawn Beaudette
Eileen Foran
Chris Pelzel
Christine Nelson
Michelle Nauertz

Facilitator: Dan, 
                  PDC

Comprehensive Campus
Bronwen Anderson
Henry Drewes
Kris Gratz
Kris Ziskovsky
Lloyd Erbaugh
Maure Creager
Michele Hizon
Mohamed Duale
Nick Cauley
Opal Tuy
Semira Mundt
Stacie Schaeffler-Barden
Todd Loechler
Traci Petschl

Facilitator: Joe, 
                  Break Room



Options Summary

                               
Centralized 
Option 
$46-51M  

Elementary:
Centralized 4-Year Old 
Pre-K Program

                               

                                 
Neighborhood 

Option     $49-54M 
  

Elementary:
4-Year Old Pre-K 
Program in 
Neighborhood Schools

                               

Gr. 6-12

Current Schools 
w/Additions    
$79-87M

                               
2 High Schools w/
MS Additions    
$128-141M 

OR

Gr. 6-12

OR

AND

Gr. E - 12

                               

                
Comprehensive 
Campus     
$223-246M

OR

10+ year plan



                               Centralized Option  •  $46-51M  

Centralized 4-year 

old Pre-K program 

at Edgewood. La 

ola del lago moves 

to a new location 

TBD.

New elementary school open in fall, 

2019. Non-binding land agreement  

in Big Sky development (a.k.a. 

gravel pit/PL Aggregates). Provides 

enough capacity until 2025.

Additions/remodel to 

existing K-5 schools by 

2019:

- kitchen/cafeteria 
- gym space
- kindergarten 

rooms
- Special Education 

Elementary:
Centralized 4-Year Old 
Pre-K Program Bond & Land Only



Assumptions

● Converting Edgewood back to 4-Year Old Pre-K reduces K-5 capacity by 10 classrooms (230 students)

● Not all elementary schools would be same size 

● Current elementary capacity (factoring in space needs of special programs) is 3,680 students without 

counting computer labs

● New 5-section + SAGE elementary raises capacity by 805 (provides capacity until 2025)

● Early Childhood Family Ed and Early Childhood Special Ed. programs would continue to be housed in 

lower level Edgewood

● Elementary boundary change would be in effect for 2019 (no changes until then)

● Could repurpose existing elementary computer labs into grade level or flex classrooms – This would 

require additional computer carts or individual devices at the elementary level (budget impact)

● All kindergarten rooms would be 1,100-1,250 square feet and incorporate restrooms if feasible (results in 

remodeling at most elementary schools)

● Overall plan needs to accommodate (2) Communication Interaction Disorder centers, and (2) Life Skills 

rooms amongst elementaries

● La ola del lago (LODL)  building capacity may be underutilized based on # of students enrolled in 

immersion program.  Consider co-locating other programs with LODL.

                               Centralized Option  •  $46-51M  
Elementary:
Centralized 4-Year Old 
Pre-K Program Bond & Land Only



          Centralized 4-yr old Pre-K                  •  $46-51M 

● Can't wait to reboundary 
Redtail- send new kids to 
another school

● Is it worth the cost? Is it 
essential to 
spend/upgrade so that 
they're equitable vs 
spending money on 
getting better teachers.

● Transportation 
challenges getting 
students to Central Pre-K 

● Drop off/Pickup 
challenges at Central 
Pre-K

● Stress on child from 
transitioning to new 
boundary school

● Relationship 
establishment is more 
difficult

● Prek-separate is a plus
● Reduced cost based on the 

centralized model.
● All pre-K special ed 

requirements satisfied at 
one location.

● ECFE to pre-K transition 
simplified.

● Likes Edgewood being for 
early learners

● Likes bathrooms in 
Kindergarten

● Cheaper

Strengths

Option 1
Input Session

Bond and Land

Challenges Improvements

● Maintain or provide 
computer lab space 
which is essential to 
learning. Should always 
have this space. Some 
say it is a core space. 

● what does this mean for 
my taxes (when you put 
the price tag on these 
options, include a per 
household cost), 
communication is 
critical, call out that this 
is a 10 year plan; can 
we forecast revenue that 
will be generated by the 
space (district 
competitions, PLAY 
revenue)



                               Centralized Option  •  $46-51M  
Elementary:
Centralized 4-Year Old 
Pre-K Program Bond & Land Only

7.1%

3.9%

The Centralized Option is: (792 Responses)



                               Centralized Option  •  $46-51M  
Elementary:
Centralized 4-Year Old 
Pre-K Program Bond & Land Only

The Centralized Option has: (781 responses)



                               Centralized Option  •  $46-51M  
Elementary:
Centralized 4-Year Old 
Pre-K Program Bond & Land Only

8.2%

I believe the Centralized Option is an option that students in PLSAS will support. (791 responses)



                               Centralized Option  •  $46-51M  
Elementary:
Centralized 4-Year Old 
Pre-K Program Bond & Land Only

3.8%

I believe the Centralized Option is an option that parents in PLSAS will support. (792 responses)



                               Centralized Option  •  $46-51M  
Elementary:
Centralized 4-Year Old 
Pre-K Program Bond & Land Only

5.8%

I believe the Centralized Option is an option that the broader community will support. (794 responses)



Option 1 Survey Comments:

“I don't like the idea that LODL will be displaced to "another school that has room".  Which 
school is that?  Will that school have room as the program grows to K-5?  Or will they be 
moved again?  It sounds like LODL is an after thought.  I need more information on what 
exactly will happen to those hundreds of students.  I also don't like the idea of them being in a 
school with other students taught in English.  An immersion program needs to be just that.  If 
they have lunch and recess with English speaking students they are more likely to speak 
English during the day when they should be speaking only Spanish at school.”

“Please define where La Ola Del Lago would be 
located? Is there really enough space at a current 
elementary school that could house all of LODL? 
Elementary schools need additional 
remodels/additions to meet needs of growing student 
population at all grade levels and better accommodate 
for teaching space needed for SpEd including OT & 
DAPE, EL, intervention, etc.”

“Reduce the Spanish 
Immersion Program”

“We are proud of LODL and would like this school to have its own school. It is an elective 
school. Edgewood is known as early intervention, preschool and Child -family education 
classes. It would make sense to keep this programs within Edgewood for familiarity. If LODL 
had its own school it could grow and advance grade level curricula. In addition it could house 
SAGE programming since it is offered for 2-3 grades perhaps.”



Option 1 Survey Comments:

“Before I get behind anything i want to see everything on the table.  
After the failed vote I don’t not have much faith in current school 
board  to do the right thing.  I will not support any option that has 
pays high consulting fees and leaves the tax payers exposed.  I 
have been able to get information that this continues to be course of 
action.  Things need to be very transparent with all this money being 
requested.”

“The broader community needs to understand that elementary kids are 
the future of Prior lake and our community. Lots of marketing and 
information about the reasoning behind supporting schools needs to 
happen.” 

“You need to give people estimated amounts for tax increases with each 
option.  People want to know bottom line how much each option is going to 
affect them personally. 
It also needs to be communicated, what are the bare bones needs.  Are some 
of these options including luxury items?  Going this big you need to have a 
very basic bottom line option or people are once again going to vote no.”



Option 1 Survey Comments:

“Any option that does not address high school, elementary 
and middle school together is not a complete option.  I do 
not think that option 5 is the only option that can address 
all of the schools.  I would like to see an option that 
combines 1or2 with 3 or 4 what would that look like what 
would the cost be.”



Option 1 Survey Comments:

“4 yr olds in a centralized location will be difficult for 
parents in Savage, as well as for fast and efficient drop 
off. It will involve an additional transition for them from 4yr 
to kindergarten. If in one school, transition would 
be much smoother for the little ones. (8)” 

“I think it is very important to get pre-K back together at one school.  
These teachers have lost their collaborative partners by being 
shifted out to elementary schools.  Plus as a parent of a pre-k 
student who is at Grainwood, I feel that we did not get the early 
childhood support and communication that we would have had we 
been part of Circle Of Friends at Edgewood.  I agree that the 
elementary schools need space and I know that another 
elementary school will be able to do this for us.”

“I don't understand why there is a focus on 4 year old 
Pre-K programs period.  I feel that the focus should be on 
K-12 students.”

“What happens to nature preschools where outdoor space 
matters?”



Option 1 Survey Comments:

“Reduce the cost, explain why future incoming income taxes 
aren't enough to cover the cost”

“…Can a tax be imposed on new construction city or county wide as part of closing costs, 
much like a town-home association where the original homeowners have to pay a premium 
when buying so that the association has funds?   I would think of it as a one-time fee paid at 
closing...not sure how that is done or even possible, but I throw it out there.”

“Have we explored expansion of existing 
schools?  Is it really most cost effective to 
build a new school?”

“Use what you have and create two different 
shifts of school times” 

“With spending at $11,500 per student a year, I think 
Bringing Down the spending of each student to help 
provide for these needs would be preferable to the 
community.”



Option 1 Survey Comments:

“I would like to see Savage separate 
from Prior Lake Schools and have each 
independent of the other”

“Option 1 does not address programs in the district such as SAGE, which also need transportation and support as 
well as close proximity to the middle school.  Option 1 does not address needs for green space which PLAY and 
Prior Lake Soccer Club are willing to support.
Option 1 does not address the district's commitment to technology or the issues with the consultant firm, which 
have been stumbling blocks in the past to support by parents and community members”

“Plan for dedicated tech space in each 
elementary school as this should become an 
increasingly important role in curriculum”

“If building a new school and then enrollment 
numbers go down...can the building be used for 
other functions? Can it be built with that in mind with 
the types of floors/walls to be easily converted?” 

“Increased security should be considered for all options.”

“...The community might agree to this option as it costs the least, but isn't best for the district.” 



Option 1 Survey Comments:

“Do not centralize this problem. Expand ALL 
schools. Expanding ALL schools NOW for $49 
million rather than years from now for $80 
million. Think ahead and be proactive!!”

“Not only update the existing Grades K-5 but also build on to them as capable because 
MANY of these school are to their capacity.”

“I think some people might have a difficult time hearing that it only provides enough 
space through 2025 which would only be 6 years after the new Elementary is built.”



Option 1 Survey Comments:

“The price tag is better, which the community will 
like, but families will likely prefer that neighborhood 
schools house early childhood services.” 

“I seriously question the process used to develop this option, or any of the options.  The 
District should put out an RFP to solicit design bids, and allow the bidders to make their 
proposals to meet the District's needs, given what our existing facilities are, what our current 
enrollment and staff are, and what our reasonable growth is expected to be.  Not one of the 
individuals on the facilities task force has the expertise or core competencies necessary to 
develop what the District has put forward (i.e., these various options).  Not one.  Not one of 
them has the expertise, knowledge or background required to perform the task given to them.  
To even participate in this survey only normalizes this flawed and SKEWED process.  The 
only reason I am participating at all is to provide this written feedback.”

“My main question on option one is location. It is very near to four/five other elementary 
facilities. I would need to see the intended population. I would think this facility should be big 
enough to allow Grain wood to become your specialty facility and taken out of the main 
elementary use.” 



Option 1 Survey Comments:

“I don't feel another school needs to be built. 
Additions to other schools is my preference”

“I would like to see boundaries redrawn to even out school enrollment as 
much as possible before additions are made to existing schools.”

“I am excited to expand existing schools and not break ground on a completely new school in 
the Gravel Pit area. All of the Elementary schools currently have enough ground and room 
surrounding the schools to expand in the areas mentioned within the proposal.” 



Option 1 Survey Comments:

“As long as Nexus Solutions is involved in the District, we 
will vote no and not support the district.  Once Nexus is 
gone, we will again support the District as we have for 
years.”

“Cancel your contact with Nexus and either hire WOLD directly such as when WOLD built the high 
school and other schools with Bossardt Construction  (now Wenck).  There is no need to pay Nexus a 
2.25% PM fee and a 5.75% CM fee.  All school construction projects either have a construction manager 
or a program manager.  Not both.  In addition, Nexus is marking up the architectural and engineering 
contracts.  They can be hired for 5 to 6% and Nexus is marking up to 7, 8 and 9%.  There should be no 
markup on expenses either.  These should be billed at direct cost.  I am begging the Superintendent and 
the board to contact others in the industry and they will see the Nexus amount is extreme.  There are 
many companies locally that can provide the same and even better end results at half the cost.”

“Stop spending money on consulting firms! Think of all the 
money that's been wasted on that already!!!”



Option 1 Survey Comments:

“It appears that limiting open enrollment to 1% is 
reducing our class size for kindergarten next year. 
If the district continued with that plan for the next 
few years, would we still need as much space as 
this option provides?” 

“With a new school being built you should revise your open enrollment policy. It is an honor 
that there are so many people wanting to join this great district.” 

“Close open enrollment. It makes no sense to tax me for new schools when we are letting 
kids from other districts open enroll here.”



Option 1 Survey Comments:

“Edgewood, Grainwood, Redtail Ridge, and the new Big Sky school are all 
too close together.  When the community was young it made sense to group 
Edgewood and Grainwood where they are, but adding another school in Big 
Sky with such close proximity to these other elementary schools seems a 
disservice to other places in the district.  If you are trying to get the new 
school close to new development and future growth consider placing the 
new school near the intersection of Eagle Creek and Texas.

Additionally, the traffic constraints with the high school and the limited in/out 
of the Big Sky neighborhood would make school start and finish very difficult 
for students who didn't ride a bus to school”

“Consider new elementary on the north side of the lake.” 



Option 1 Survey Comments:

“A new school is essential”

“EW is bursting with your successful LODL program and moving it to allow for growth for both 
groups is good.”

“Like this option a lot.  I prefer to have my preschooler or Kindergarten child separate from 
older elementary students (i.e. grades 4-5).”



       
                                 Neighborhood Option   •   $49-54M 

Additions/remodel at 
each elementary for 2 
PreK 4-year old Pre-K 
rooms (except La ola 
del lago). 

Remodeling/additions 
to elementary schools 
by fall 2019 as 
necessary for:

Upper level 
Edgewood 
becomes 
integrated with 
WestWood

- kitchen/cafeteria 
- gym space
- kindergarten rooms
- Special Education

Elementary:
4-Year Old Pre-K Program in 
Neighborhood Schools

New elementary school open in fall, 

2019. Non-binding land agreement  in 

Big Sky development (a.k.a. gravel pit/PL 

Aggregates). Provides enough capacity 

until 2024 or 2025.

Bond & Land Only



Assumptions:

● Not all elementary schools would be same size 

● Current 4-Year Old Pre-K-5 elementary capacity (factoring in space needs of special programs) is 3,824 

students without counting computer labs

● New 5 section elementary would increase Pre-K-5 capacity by 726 students (sufficient until 2024 or ‘25)

● Early Childhood Family Ed. and Early Childhood Special Ed. programs would continue to be housed in 

lower level Edgewood

● Elementary boundary change would be in effect for 2019 (no changes until then)

● Could repurpose existing elementary computer labs into grade level or flex classrooms – This would 

require additional computer carts or individual devices at the elementary level (budget impact)

● All kindergarten rooms would be 1,100-1,250 square feet and incorporate restrooms if feasible (results in 

remodeling at most elementary schools)

● Overall plan needs to accommodate (2) Communication Interactive Disorder (CID) centers, and (2) Life 

Skills rooms amongst elementary schools

● La ola del lago (LODL) building capacity may be underutilized based on # of students enrolled in 

immersion program.  Consider co-locating other programs with LODL.

       
                                 Neighborhood Option   •   $49-54M 

Bond & Land Only

Elementary:
4-Year Old Pre-K Program in 
Neighborhood Schools Bond & Land Only



 Neighborhood Option                 •  $49-54                                                        

● Pre-K possibly riding the 
bus with older children.

● Redtail is bursting at 
seams, need to address 
now. 2019 is too far away

● Is Pre-k worth the cost 
since we have so many 
other options: private, 
religious 

● other growth challenges if 
4-year old Pre-K 
becomes the standard

● More expensive than 
centralized model. 

● Need to service pre-K 
and special ed at multiple 
locations

● Pre-k to K ability to keep child 
at current school

● benefits of sharing best 
practices
and preparing kids for 
kindergarten; it is working 
(what are the families see as 
benefits at Jeffers)

● love the nature space at 
Jeffers Pond for Nature Pre-K 
programs

● Could ride the bus? 
● Pre-K Children could be 

comfortable with entering 
kindergarten the following 
year.

● 4 year old transition to K a lot 
easier.

● Single drop off is a huge plus. 
Nice for a lot of families.

● Preschoolers and older 
children interact in a 
mentoring capacity

Strengths

Bond and Land

Challenges Improvements

● Why is equity worth the 
cost (example: size of 
room, newness of 
building)

● Focus on computer labs- 
stay a dedicated space

● Look at using alternative 
space to provide 
neighborhood pre-k 
rather than building

Option 2
Input Session



       
                                 Neighborhood Option   •   $49-54M 

Elementary:
4-Year Old Pre-K Program in 
Neighborhood Schools Bond & Land Only

3.2%

The Neighborhood Option is: (788 responses)



       
                                 Neighborhood Option   •   $49-54M 

Elementary:
4-Year Old Pre-K Program in 
Neighborhood Schools Bond & Land Only

I believe the Neighborhood Option has: (779 responses)



       
                                 Neighborhood Option   •   $49-54M 

Elementary:
4-Year Old Pre-K Program in 
Neighborhood Schools Bond & Land Only

10%

I believe the Neighborhood Option is an option that students in PLSAS will support. (785 responses)



       
                                 Neighborhood Option   •   $49-54M 

Elementary:
4-Year Old Pre-K Program in 
Neighborhood Schools Bond & Land Only

4.5%

I believe the Neighborhood Option is an option that parents in PLSAS will support. (784 responses)



       
                                 Neighborhood Option   •   $49-54M 

Elementary:
4-Year Old Pre-K Program in 
Neighborhood Schools Bond & Land Only

I believe the Neighborhood Option is an option that the broader community will support. (784 responses)



Option 2 Survey Comments:

“Parents will like having all of their kids at the same school.  Much easier for the busy family 
life.” “This makes for an easier transition into kindergarten as the children are already familiar 
with the school.” (25)

“Once again, focus on K-5 as there isn't a mandate for pre-K. The private sector can cover 
pre-K and our tax dollars can be focused and optimized for K-5” (10)

“Edgewood was built for preschool-- why would we 
move that out?  Elementary schools do not have the 
room for preschool.  I would not feel comfortable putting 
my preschooler at an elementary school that has 5th 
graders at it.” (48)



Option 2 Survey Comments:

“LODL is an elementary school and would be better 
served at another elementary school. Edgewood was 
built with Pre-K and Kindergarten in mind and would 
better serve the 4 year olds.”

“La ola del lago should be paid for by 
parents that want it and not supplemented 
by public funds” (6)

“La Ola Del Lago is still in a make do space with no plans to change 
it.  There is no gym, art room, kitchen etc. planned for this school.  
That's fine as you are growing the program but going forward you 
are basically saying we're just going to tuck this away -good luck.  If 
you are going to give the Spanish immersion kids a lesser school 
experience than what is the point of the program?”



Option 2 Survey Comments:

“You're not addressing the district's issues only those in 
certain neighborhoods.  Other neighborhoods have capacity 
issues as well.  These solutions are bandaids on wounds and 
don't address the problem, of too many open enrollment 
students and poor budget management.”

“Overall, I think there is community wide support for the district to add a new elementary 
school, but the objections have to do with the overall cost & the business decisions the 
school board has made in the past. The board needs to regain the trust of some of the 
community members. Hopefully the planning committee, public meetings where everyone's 
voice can be heard & surveys such as this will help move public support in the right 
direction.”

“The city needs to pause community development approval so the education system can 
catch up!! If there isn't excellent educational programming the city will end up with empty, 
foreclosed houses and not enough taxpayers for support.”

By slowing down the growth, it will allow PLSAS to continue to be a sought out community. 
Rapid growth creates tension and disagreements within communities, as well as educational 
programming which cannot keep up and begins to lack in success”. 

“I believe the ECFE program needs more classroom 
space. That doesn't get addressed with this option.”

“Drawing school boundaries is going to be a nightmare with this plan. There will be an uproar 
when students have to change schools initially. Also, there will be glaring economic 
disparities to navigate.” 



Option 2 Survey Comments:

“Both options are spending about the same amount of 
money. People in the community is interested in seeing 
how can be spent less, not the same. They know that the 
schools will take the best decisions for the students 
regarding to where the pre-school classes should be or 
LODL. People want their money well spent, not just given 
away.”

“Too expensive. Cut costs.”

“My idea would be to not have had a flawed task force.  You may think the community is 
stupid but we are not.  You again did not listen to your voters which said $150 was too high.  
There should be multiple options lower.  What is not need vs want want want.  Need would 
be supported.”

“This seems better for students and families, but has a higher cost both for facilities and 
long-term staffing.  Is there a way to centralize early childhood (and staffing), but lower the 
cost of facilities?”



Option 2 Survey Comments:

“More details are needed on both option one and option two. It's hard to identify pros and 
cons without a lot of details. How many classrooms would be added? What will the class 
sizes be? How many students are expected to be enrolled in Spanish immersion? Will 
boundaries change for neighborhood schools? It is clear that schools are running out of 
space. I'm just not sure the broad community is going to support either option if the 
materials do not provide specific details or breakdowns for where the cost estimates 
come from. Detailed info on costs for each school is needed. Detailed info on estimated 
enrollment at each school and how that compares with capacity is also needed.”

“There is no mention of additional classroom space (other than kindergarten). The focus of 
these referendums needs to have an impact on the majority and this option definitely does 
not. Additional classrooms are desperately needed at Redtail Ridge vs cafeteria space. 
Students spend the majority of the day in their classrooms vs 20 minutes at lunch. Also, it 
would be helpful to see the estimated cost for each component.”

“Again you state bond and land only. What is the TOTAL cost. Stop hiding part of the total cost.”



Option 2 Survey Comments:

“Higher education desperately needs the money first”.

“Adding classrooms to each school instead of building a new school.”  

“Preschool should be paid for 100% by tuition. Not all K-5 buildings need 
additions. For example, the pods inside each of the grade wings at Redtail 
could be revamped for classroom space . I don't believe predicted growth 
warrants building a new elementary school. A report on long term growth by 
Scott county reports that it will plateau and decrease, leaving taxpayers with 
underutilize space. Keep in enrollment closed to the minimum and make 
people move into the district and pay for it”



Option 2 Survey Comments:

“I think this is a better option, however I do see 
older residents resisting to any cost passed on to 
them. It would need to be marketed so they 
understand the long term value to their homes, 
employee's, and future”.  

“This is better than option won as it keeps the neighborhood school idea in tact”



Option 2 Survey Comments:

“Option Two ignores the needs of middle and high school students.”



Option 2 Survey Comments:

“I prefer this option to the 1st option.  However, for us 
to vote for this the open enrollment must be kept to 
state minimums so long as we are paying for this and 
Nexus must be removed from providing any services 
to the district.”



Option 2 Survey Comments:

“Eliminate open enrollment which contributes to the projected 
10 year student growth.  Residents of these districts should 
not foot the bill for ever wanting to expand school systems 
unnecessarily.”  



Option 2 Survey Comments:

“I may be ignorant to the process, but does this address the issues for a long enough time 
period?  I feel like once things are all ready in 2019, we will be starting all over again since 
that is only a viable option for 5 years following.  Maybe that is normal?  Whatever plan 
moves forward, I will be voting yes anyway.”  



Option 2 Survey Comments:

“I just feel Option 1 is more viable.”



Option 2 Survey Comments:



              Current Schools With Additions  •  $79-87M 

Improve traffic 

flow (parking lots)

Core Space

- Expand cafeterias for 

450 students per lunch 

period, per school 

- Expand 

meeting/conference 

room space

- Expand by 2 offices at 

each school

- Auditorium expansion

- Co-Curricular spaces 

(adequate if PLHS 

co-curricular space is 

expanded)

Additions to both Middle 

Schools for 

classroom space needs

- Add 18 regular 
education classrooms 

- Add 7 Special Ed. 
classrooms 

- Add 4 specialist 
classrooms (art, IT, 
music)

- PhyEd station at Hidden 
Oaks (fitness room)

- Gymnastics moves to 
high school to open 1 
physical education 
teaching space

Middle Schools

Gr. 6-12
Bond Only



Parking expands 
(may need to 
purchase land for 
activities space)

New leased or 
built space for 
Bridges ALC

Additions and redesign for 
(existing) PLHS for classroom 
space needs
● 32 regular ed. classrooms
● 10 Special Ed. classrooms
● 4 specialist classrooms 

        (art, IT, music)
● 5 physical education 

teaching stations
- 1 Fitness/cardio 
- 3 new gyms (6 courts)
- Gymnastics moves 

from middle school to 
Blue gym

High School
Core Space

- Expand 
cafeteria/kitchen for 
1,000 students per 
lunch period 

- Expand 
meeting/conference 
room space

- Expand/redesign 
auditorium 

- Add restrooms
- Add health services 

space
- Co-curricular Space 

for: Robotics, Athletics, 
Performing Arts, 
Intramurals

              
             Current Schools With Additions  •  $79-87M Gr. 6-12

Bond Only



          Current Schools w/ Additions           •  $79-87M 

● limit on sports and 
extracurricular 
opportunities

● An addition won't work 
because it's still 
overcrowded

● High school is huge- 
don't like this

● cheaper
● One high school=operating 

cost savings
● students can stay where 

they are comfortable 
(transitions, friendships, etc)

● Core Space Addition
● Able to offer classes that 

might not be sustainable at 
2 schools

Strengths

Bond and Land

Challenges Improvements

● what is going to happen to 
the technology levy that 
didn't pass last year?

● Why is equity worth the 
cost (example: size of 
room, newness of 
building)

● make changes to each 
grade, possibly move 9th 
grade to alleviate pains

● What are the operating 
costs given that we 
educate students with far 
less than other districts

● Understand the 
differences in bonds and 
levys, operating vs 
facilities. Need to explain 
better

● Move 9th grade to MS & 
6th to elementary

● 10-12 @ HS, 8-9 @ 
middle, 6-7 @ middle 
school

Option 3
Input Session



              
             Current Schools With Additions  •  $79-87M Gr. 6-12

Bond Only

7.9%

2.4%

Current School with Additions Option is: (788 responses)



              
             Current Schools With Additions  •  $79-87M Gr. 6-12

Bond Only

I believe the Current Schools with Additions Option has: (779 responses)



              
             Current Schools With Additions  •  $79-87M Gr. 6-12

Bond Only

7.7%
6.4%

I believe the Current Schools with Additions is an option that students in PLSAS will support. (784 responses)



              
             Current Schools With Additions  •  $79-87M Gr. 6-12

Bond Only

8.3%

4.3%

I believe Current Schools with Additions is an option that parents in PLSAS will support. (785 responses)



              
             Current Schools With Additions  •  $79-87M Gr. 6-12

Bond Only

5%

I believe Current Schools with Additions is an option that the broader community will support. (786 responses)



Option 3 Survey Comments:

“Reduce the cost, explain why future incoming 
income taxes aren't enough to cover the cost”

“I would like to find ways to bring the cost down.  Closing open enrollment should be studied 
as a possible avenue for reducing these large capital expenditures.  The savings should be 
weighed against any increased operating costs from closing open enrollment.  Offering some 
Internet classes at the high school level may also help alleviate the need for additional 
square footage at that campus.  We support expanding the schools, but we want to ensure 
that our tax dollars are spent wisely and all options for cost reduction are considered.”  

“Break out costs. In theory these sound good, but there a lot of items bucketed here and I will 
need to see each separated with costs to better understand. Space is certainly needed, but I 
would not vote yes for a pre packaged option without understanding the need and cost for 
each individual line item.”



Option 3 Survey Comments:

“Concerned about adding on to a high school that was not intended to hold that many 
students. Can all areas such as stairwells etc. accommodate the increased number of 
students.”

“I agree with classroom expansion, please use funds to educate the students.  Can the 
Cafe/meeting plan/conference rooms utilized together to reduce cost.  For instance, 
cafeterias are under utilized except during lunch....seems like this space needs to be 
designed for multi-use.”

“Gymnastics needs to move to the high school.  The middle schools are full and need 
additions.  The high school already is short on gym space and if you are adding gymnastics 
to the high school (which you need to) then you are going to need more gyms.  Not to 
mention more gyms just to fill the need that is already there.  Common areas are crowded 
and more cafeteria space is needed at both middle and high schools.” 

“Please make sure that the community is aware that the extra gym space is needed for 
Physical Education, not just for extra-curricular athletics. This was a huge misconception in 
the last referendum”

“This appears to be a rehash of the failed referendum.  Are you really going to put classroom 
space in jeopardy to try and force the gym space through?”

“When the district is bursting at the seams for classroom space and that is the main need in 
the district, why would these options include adding more conference/meeting rooms? And 
why such an expense for physical education? Does the district really need more weight 
training rooms? Seems like someone got away from the real issue of classroom space and 
educating our kids.” 



Option 3 Survey Comments:

“The high school was just expanded a few years ago and it was a HORRIBLE implementation. I have no 
confidence that the school board will be able to have a working plan. The school board seems to believe 
that they have unlimited money and are allowed to make drastic mistakes over and over. I remember when 
the high school was first designed and it was explained that it was very inefficient. The school board 
ignored all the warnings and the residents are the ones who suffer.” 

“This is basically the same as the referendum that was already denied by the community.... I 
don't understand how this is different”

“Instead of building more gyms, allow a sport or activity through the school to count as gym 
credit. These kids spend a lot of time at their sports and activities. Only have phy Ed class for 
those students not involved in something else.” 

“Between the two middle schools that exist now, have one middle school switch to 6th and 7th 
grade only, and the other be 8th and 9th grade only. This will ease space in the high school and 
eliminate the need for kids to walk between middle schools for different classes as they do now”



Option 3 Survey Comments:

“Build a second high school. Bigger is NOT better. Two high schools = 
double the opportunities for students to participate in extracurricular 
activities and to be recognized academically.” 

“That is just too many students in one place.  I can't imagine having 1000 students per lunch 
period.  I appreciate the reasonable cost, but I'm will to pay more tax money if it means my 
kids won't go to one of the largest high schools in the state.”.



Option 3 Survey Comments:

“My only concern is the space issue. Are these additions 
enough, especially at the High School? We want our HS to 
remain competitive in the state and that might mean putting 
more money into it.”

“Although other options cost more, we need something 
to last longer so this doesn't happen again”



Option 3 Survey Comments:

“It does nothing for the elementary level which is facing the 
largest constraints. That must be first priority as the influx of 
students will obviously begin there with the already maxed 
resources.”



Option 3 Survey Comments:

“You are planning for the middle school and high schools to have at least 3 shifts of lunches - even with 
the expansion. does that seem reasonable? I don't know how to fit that in and keep the 'hanger' away. 
Why does the highschool need a fitness/cardio room? Can we work something out with a local gym for 
that purpose? Have we thought about allowing high schoolers to eat lunch elsewhere (i.e. open campus)? 
I don't feel like we are trying to be creative in our solutions. However, I can and would support this option - 
especially if I had a better understanding to my questions.”

“Spending money and making things bigger and better sounds fantastic but is it necessary? 
This survey does little to help the public understand space/student needs so they can make 
informed opinions on the best use of their money towards schools”. 



Option 3 Survey Comments:

“I think this is a solid option that would meet the needs without 
having to spend the extra money for a second high school” 

“Although I'm sure some would consider remodeling existing spaces not ideal, I however 
think this option has been well thought out & will be most appealing to tax payers-especially 
those without school aged children.

However I do worry about what this option does to the green spaces around the existing 
schools and would propose that before it be put on any ballot that we could see the impact of 
the remodeling and/or additions to these schools.

As with all options, I would like to see what this option will do to my annual taxes & be able to 
add it to an elementary option so I have a pretty good idea of what this will mean to my family 
on an annual basis.”



Option 3 Survey Comments:

“Expansion of High School is acceptable to this voter, but I do not see a 
reason for expansion or remodel of Middle Schools.”

“How many more times can the two middle schools and high school handle additions?  This 
option should somehow close the street between the middle schools, and connect the two 
schools together so that students do not have to pass between schools during different 
periods throughout the day.”  

“Get RID OF THE ROAD BETWEEN THE SCHOOLS and make it one large campus.  
Instead of a road the district could have a curved road in and out on the north side.”

“Please provide more details on how the middle schools will be expanded at their current site.  The auditorium 
needs significant expansion to be useful to existing programming, class meetings and presentations.  A simple 
remodel will not accomplish the true needs.  Storage space for teaching equipment throughout both middle 
schools is currently very limited.  Having two administrations in two buildings, that do not consistently work 
together is not an ideal situation, and continues to be a frustration for staff members.  Students and staff crossing 
the street every hour continues to be a headache for teachers and students, and a safety concern (especially for 
students with broken legs, sprained ankles, etc).  This problem would not be addressed in this proposal.  Please 
provide more details on this proposal.”



Option 3 Survey Comments:

“I think that parents and other tax payers care more about 
whether their money is being used wisely in terms of who the 
district contracts with to accomplish ANY plan.  The recent City 
Pages article about this very subject was very frustrating read.  
Spending money on education is great; wasting money on "less 
than ethical" consultants is not!” 



Option 3 Survey Comments:

“Why isn't security addressed in any of these options? 
The high school entrance is WIDE OPEN!”

“Parking needs to be addressed for student approval”

“There are needs and wants.  You need to separate them out.  This proposal mixes both 
needs and wants together.  Thus making it easier for the broader community to reject them”



Option 3 Survey Comments:

“I believe the main reason the referendum didn't pass was because it was connected to an 
athletics upgrade.  As a parent of an athlete, I really want to see this addition in gym 
space/athletics facilities happen, but I fear the general community will not vote for it” 

“Option 3 continues to center on the need to increase gym and sports activities at the high 
school.  I believe that this was one of the main reasons that the last referendum failed.  
Students need physical education in their school day, but not at the costs that are being 
proposed.  Additionally, the continued increase in emphasis on luxury items for sports teams 
amongst all high schools needs to stop!  Our student athletes are students first and while 
many of them have dreams of going on to participate in college or professional level athletics 
the reality is that very few of them ever will.  The qualities taught by high school athletics 
don't have to cost millions of dollars.”

“Cut low enrollment extracurricular activities and reduce budgeting all together in high 
enrollment extracurricular activities.  Add student driven fund raising.”  



Option 3 Survey Comments:

“We need to review open enrollment. If growth and space are an issue then maybe this 
needs to be reviewed. I understand why it's an option now, but if someone wants to enjoy the 
benefits of our school district then they can move within the district like we did .”



Option 3 Survey Comments:

“Bridges needs its own/new building.  By expanding on the 
HS community members need to understand that more kids 
means less opportunities.”

“I don't think that the community/parents will support an new building being built for the ALC 
and concentration needs to be focused on classrooms.”



Option 3 Survey Comments:

“Special education has long been lacking and this plan does not address the woeful situation 
that you have for a level 4 setting solution. It is a zoo where you throw kids into that suffer 
from real issues like fasd and you should be ashamed!  I will make this an issue for the public 
to hear “



                2 High Schools With MS Additions  •  $128-141M 

Improve traffic 

flow (parking lots)

Core Space

- Expand cafeterias for 

450 students per lunch 

period, per school 

- Expand 

meeting/conference 

room space

- Expand by 2 offices at 

each school

- Auditorium expansion

- Co-Curricular spaces 

(adequate if PLHS 

co-curricular space is 

expanded)

Additions to both Middle 

Schools for 

classroom space needs

- Add 18 regular 
education classrooms 

- Add 7 Special Ed. 
classrooms 

- Add 4 specialist 
classrooms (art, IT, 
music)

- PhyEd station at Hidden 
Oaks (fitness room)

- Gymnastics moves to 
high school to open 1 
physical education 
teaching space

Middle Schools

Gr. 6-12
Bond & Land Only



Convert 1 floor of 

1 wing of the 

existing PLHS to 

become Bridges 

ALC

2 High Schools
Assumptions

- Location of new HS 

would need to be in SW 

due to land availability

- Secondary attendance 

boundaries needed

- Would allow for two 

co-curricular programs 

with more participation 

opportunities for more 

students (may have 

separate teams at each 

HS, or shared district 

teams, depending on 

student interest)

Two High Schools (Existing PLHS 

& 1 New High School)

● Build additional high school 

to open in fall of 2020

○ Core space for 1,500 
students

○ Designed to be 
expandable

○ Open with classroom 
space for 1,500 
students (with design 
and enough land to add 
up to 500 students if 
needed beyond 2027)

● Existing PLHS enrollment of 

1,800 students

                2 High Schools With MS Additions  •  $128-141M Gr. 6-12
Bond & Land Only



           2 High Schools w/ MS Additions     •  $128-141M 

● Is it worth the cost? Is it 
essential to 
spend/upgrade so that 
they're equitable vs 
spending money on 
getting better teachers.

● Less competitive from 
athletic standpoint

● lose efficiencies with 2 
buildings

● rivalry 
schools/competition

● which iptio gives us the 
most flexibility as growth 
patterns change

● lose sense of community
● operating cost
● splitting friends

● Greater opportunity for 
extracurriculars

● Core Space Addition for MS
● less crowding

Strengths

Bond and Land

Challenges Improvements

● would their be a 
pathway for students to 
stay with their friends 
from Elementary School

● Look at more 
non-traditional options 
for learning- large group 
lectures, expansion of 
MNCaps, online learning

Option 4
Input Session



                2 High Schools With MS Additions  •  $128-141M Gr. 6-12
Bond & Land Only

1.6%

2 High Schools with MS Additions Option is: (798 responses)



                2 High Schools With MS Additions  •  $128-141M Gr. 6-12
Bond & Land Only

2 High Schools with MS Additions option has: (793 responses)



                2 High Schools With MS Additions  •  $128-141M Gr. 6-12
Bond & Land Only

I believe 2 High Schools with MS Additions is an option that students in PLSAS will support (795 responses)



                2 High Schools With MS Additions  •  $128-141M Gr. 6-12
Bond & Land Only

4.3%

2 High Schools with MS Additions is an option that parents in PLSAS will support.  (791 responses)



                2 High Schools With MS Additions  •  $128-141M Gr. 6-12
Bond & Land Only

5%

I believe 2 High Schools with MS Additions is an option that the broader community will support. (796 responses)



Option 4 Survey Comments:

“I don't love splitting the high school and all of the students. I prefer secondary option 1 to 
this.  The current high school space seems designed more for aesthetics than function-a lot 
of wasted space. I would want to see better space utilization in any proposal”

“This option is too expensive.  We have to ask ourselves, do we want to be another Lakeville 
with 2 high schools, or do we want our community strength to be centered around 1 high 
school  with all the advantages one location has to offer.”

“A 2nd HS would divide our community, which has been demonstrated in our neighboring 
communities who have chosen this option.  Community is Prior Lake's greatest asset.”

“This will be a tough sell. On one hand, creating two high schools will dilute the PL brand. 
Many in the community see PL as a small town rather than an attractive, growing suburb that 
families will flock to. This, too, will stretch resources and pocketbooks of taxpayers. But it is a 
forward thinking option that should be explored in the long term. We're just not there yet.”



Option 4 Survey Comments:

“May be too expensive for community support.  I think a lot of parents & students would 
support having 2 high schools vs one huge HS.”

“I'm both a parent and teacher at PLHS. Our current high school has two many students and 
not enough space; therefore, the two-high-school option seems like a good idea. It would 
solve many of our current problems, and lead to more of a community-centered feel”

“I doubt people would vote for something that expensive.  Though I would.”



Option 4 Survey Comments:

“Our students have been trained that they are all Lakers for life....I think this would be very difficult to implement. The cost is too 
high and it creates confusion and breaks groups of friends apart. I don't think this will be an option that people will support. Too 
many moving parts. Too many hard choices and disruption. Anything you can do to add on to the current high school would be 
preferable. In terms of parking at the existing high school, has anyone considered construction of a two story ramp in the north 
parking lot and then add on to the current school in areas where parking would have been expanded under the other plan? I 
know a ramp would be very difficult to get Savage to agree to.

The other option....and maybe this just has to be done....restrict driving to seniors only. With the transportation that's available in 
our district, there's no reason that parking has to be filled with kids who are driving to school for fun. That way you can use 
parking space as expansion space for programming which should be the priority.” 

“Make a second high school more like a PSEO/University type of situation that bridges the 
kids into college life.”

“If you build in Big Sky - could you make that connected to the High School somehow and call that an 
expanded high school so you are really building another school but it would be a high school connected to 
all kids at those ages are still together and have the opportunity to participate in activities without all the 
flipping to different locations?  THEN, just add onto the elementaries instead of building a new elementary 
school?”



Option 4 Survey Comments:

“All other costs besides bond and land needs to be told up front so there are no surprises later.”

“This is a very expensive option. Taxes for many families who are homeowners and live in 
the district are already exorbitant.” 



Option 4 Survey Comments:

“The information presented made it unclear if 2 High Schools are needed long term or not.  Do we have an 
enrollment bubble?  What's the new construction outook?  How are demographics going to change over 
time?  Since this is by far the most expensive option and unlikely to get funding approval, the justification for 
it needs to be solid to try to get the votes.”

“Was there a competition on how expensive of an option people could come up with? Do the 
school board honestly believe that the Prior Lake residences' income have have raised 
15%-20% every year? Please make a video explaining why the Prior Lake taxpayers should 
be paying more and more money for the school board's poor planning and implementation 
over the past 20 years.”

“To gain broader community support need education on the benefits of this option for the students. More opportunities to participate in 
activities? Maintain small community feel by having smaller schools?

How will this plan be able to handle additional growth when they reach capacity? Can additions be placed on buildings?

What impact will this have on the success of Bridges ALC? Does Bridges need its own space to be successful? Or can an ALC thrive as 
a wing of a high school?

Will both buildings have equal access to innovative programs? If not, how will equity to access to these programs be achieved?

Will boundaries be the same boundaries used for determining the home middle school? Recognizing that students in Middle School will 
still mix as students cross the street to access classes in other building.” 



Option 4 Survey Comments:

“I personally am not opposed to a district having 2 high 
schools but I think that it is a very polarizing option. It 
would create division within the community.”

“At some point a new high school will have to go in, but it should be for Savage students. Savage 
should foot the burden for building a school for their residents. This also still doesn't solve the 
elementary school concerns. I can see how some students and parents in sports activities would 
benefit from this option.”



Option 4 Survey Comments:

“The only strength I see in this option is that it would be great for Bridges ALC.  I've 
heard that Bridges is very cramped and needs more space, but this is not a good way to 
provide it.  Are there other ideas out there for Bridges?”

“What happens when a student needs to be removed from mainstream school because of 
something violent and is then just placed "upstairs" at bridges. The victim in the situation still 
has fear and feels unsafe because the instigator is still at the school.” 

“I am not sure about the Bridges students being at the high school... could it cause possible 
problems or drama between the HS students and Bridges students in areas like parking lots 
etc? I feel Bridges works because they are their own area where they can feel comfortable.” 



Option 4 Survey Comments:

“I don't believe any of these options would pass a referendum under current structure with 
Nexus Solutions.  No fee should be based on the size of the project as there is at least the 
appearance of conflict of interest.  Also the company has anything but a good reputation.  
Finally, the insistence of the district in continuing to force this company on the public gives 
at very least the appearance of impropriety among those making the decisions to keep this 
company on board.  At the very least renegotiate better terms!!”



Option 4 Survey Comments:

“Add open enrollment possibilities for those in City of 
Savage, especially those near high school”

“STOP open enrollment!  We have over 800+ students.  Taxpayers are sick of paying for 
schools that we house other students from other towns in!!!!  Tell them to move in and pay if 
they so want to come to a "destination" school!”



Option 4 Survey Comments:

“Insane. Again no total cost and nothing on special ed. Shameful.” 



                Comprehensive Campus  •   $223-246M

Two existing middle schools move into 
existing high school space.

PLHS would need an addition to accommodate future growth

Build one new comprehensive 
high school campus.

Ability for additions to accommodate 
4,000 students

Renovate one middle 
school for elementary 
use (including La ola 
del lago and SAGE)

Renovation necessary for 
elementary-age students

Renovate one middle 
school for District 

Services Center (DSC), 
MNCAPS, Bridges & 

potentially lease some 
space. Sell current DSC.

Gr. E-12
Bond & Land Only



           Comprehensive                                     •  $223-226M 

● concerned that Middle 
School was not designed 
to support elementary 
schools, will one middle 
school be so big that it is 
intimidating to 6th 
graders coming in; 

● potential safety concerns 
with that many students 
in one building

● Cost
● not knowing fellow 

classmates due to large 
class

● MS is too big and 
transition for students 
that age

● largest potential for 
overbuilding

● middle school students wouldn't have to 
cross street

● Can TEAM come back to middle school
● not go back for more money for 12 

years?
● will this eliminate the need to remodel 

MS Auditorium or change scope of 
remodels

● are their middle schools this big in the 
state?

● less building cost. One big construction 
vs 10 little ones

● starting from scratch will enable getting 
newest technology, building process etc

● on middle school is good so they're all 
together. Ease transition to high school

● Bridges will be included as "part" of the 
district

● Keeps kids together through senior year
● sports will improve the district as a 

whole and class spirit
● large HS would prepare students for 

college in a way because of the larger 
size, population

● It's Grand, a dream scenario
● most comprehensive long term plan for 

growth
● minimizes need to come back for 

addition bond dollars

Strengths

Bond and Land

Challenges Improvements

● Is it worth the cost? Is it 
essential to spend/upgrade 
so that they're equitable vs 
spending money on getting 
better teachers.

● Build in safety concerns with 
building a new construction 
school

● Is there a way of passing an
overall amount, ex. 150 
million but have it phased in 
by year so the dollar amount 
isn't realized on taxes 
immediately. Lessen the 
amount beared by taxpayer.

● Doesn't want to pay tax or 
consider for kids who aren't 
here yet or to be determined. 
(This parent has kids) 
currently in the district.

● Key phrase. Phasing

Option 5
Input Session



                Comprehensive Campus  •   $223-246MGr. E-12
Bond & Land Only

1.2%

The Comprehensive Campus Option is: (808 responses)



                Comprehensive Campus  •   $223-246MGr. E-12
Bond & Land Only

I believe the Comprehensive Campus Option has: (804 responses)



                Comprehensive Campus  •   $223-246MGr. E-12
Bond & Land Only

I believe the Comprehensive Campus is an option that students in PLSAS will support. (802 responses)



                Comprehensive Campus  •   $223-246MGr. E-12
Bond & Land Only

4.5%

I believe the Comprehensive Campus is an option that parents in PLSAS will support. (800 responses)



                Comprehensive Campus  •   $223-246MGr. E-12
Bond & Land Only

3.9%

7%

I believe the Comprehensive Campus is an option that the broader community will support. (800 responses)



Option 5 Survey Comments:



Option 5 Survey Comments:

“I think the community wants to see some transparency 
with these costs... 2 high schools option 4 is half the cost 
of option 5”

“How about an option that is less than $150k and focuses spending on the biggest problem 
lack of classroom space?”

“Cost has to be kept to a minimum, focus on needs not wants.”



Option 5 Survey Comments:

“This addresses all issues and is longest term solution.  Of course it is expensive, but if we 
only address issues for the next 10 years, we will be paying again after that and all costs 
would go up and make it more expensive.  I wish people in this community could understand 
and grasp that concept.”

“Getting closer with this option! The only part I don't like is the potential for 
wasted space/money.”

“Seems to be the best option however it seems like the price tag is out of line- more than 
double the other options with the main difference being the building of a high school vs an 
elementary school.  Cut the price tag and this would be a great plan.”

“This would be the ideal solution if funding were no problem.  Not certain this is a realistic 
option for our community.”

“The "CAG" is going to look at the pricetag and screen foul.  Don't listen - this is the one that 
has to pass.  This is by far the best plan and it is a long-term solution.  You can't keep coming 
back to the drawing board every 5 - 10 years.  Fix and be done.  My kids graduate in 2019 
but for as long as I live in PL, I would be more than happy to have my tax dollars go to 
support this option.  This is a win-win for everyone!!”



Option 5 Survey Comments:

“Definitely price anchoring with this option.” 

“This option while does have some merit due to the fact that is will create space for student 
past the 10 year mark will get many road block based on cost alone. I as a parent would also 
worry about placing all middle school students in one building and creating an even larger 
HS. The HS is already too large. Has the district given thought to placing grade 6 back in 
elementary schools with the addition of a new elementary school and then adding on to those 
middle schools to create space to pull grade 9 back into those buildings. This automatically 
creates more space in the HS without expansion as 700 students are eliminated by having 
just a 10-12 building.”

“You simply have not heard the community in the last vote.” 

“Wow.  I have 2 kids in the system.  I thought I understood the situation and was sad to see 
the last referendum voted down.  However, I think most in the community would be shocked 
to hear we need a new high school.  Didn't we just build one?  I bet that would be a reaction 
of most.  What are the costs for me?  How does this affect my taxes on a yearly basis?  
That's what I need to know.  And then you need to think about those that don't have kids in 
the system.  They will be even less likely to vote for this.”

“I would recommend showing what you would make from the sale of the existing district 
services building to offset some of the costs. This is good long term plan, but be careful not to 
be excessive in your designs of the new high school. The district does not need a palace for 
a high school.”



Option 5 Survey Comments:

“If a new school had to be built this seems like a good plan. using the 
schools that are already here and build a better, more efficient, with less 
wasted space high school.” 

“This plan essentially covers ALL the issues this district will be having in the next 10-20 
years. I would need more info-- do we know that this plan doesn't "overbuild" and will 
accommodate growth? What are the population projections? These are the questions the 
community will have, too. It seems like the smartest, most cohesive long-term option.”

“I like the idea of the new high school being easily added onto for future needs, however I 
don't agree with changing a middle school to elementary again. This was done once before - 
changed from old high school to elementary school and then back to middle school. Seems 
like we are just repeating the past.” 

“This proposal has many positives, and outside-the-box thinking.  The sticker price is high, but selling the DSC is a 
great idea!  Converting the current PLHS to a middle school will take some creative thinking to make the larger building 
"feel" smaller, but in the long-term could solve many of the issues at the current two middle schools.  Teaming could 
resume with the wings that are already designed for such a structure.  6th grade could be on floor 1, 7th on floor 2, and 
8th on floor 3.  The core spaces are much more appropriately sized for middle school.  The auditorium is perfectly sized 
and outfitted for MS.  The staffing costs could be slightly lower with all MS Administration, faculty & staff in one facility.   
One drawback could be the initial shock of seeing such a large middle school.  The benefits of this plan out way the 
drawbacks of the current two middle schools (even after expansion).  This allows for the new PLHS to be designed for 
the growing population in a better way.  GREAT IDEA!”



Option 5 Survey Comments:

“I feel that there would be wasted space in the buildings. We have already designed a 
high school that is expandable. It should be expanded not change to a different type of 
school. You built the high school, let it be a high school. Two high schools make a lot 
more sense to me. One large High School that was made to get even bigger would make 
me feel lost as a student.”

“Great idea, but expensive and unnecessary to throw money away;  unless there are cost 
savings in the long run that will make this option smart. We have good teachers in this 
community. As long as parents and teachers raise and teach our children properly they will 
learn and flourish without this huge expense on all of us. The decision comes down to will it 
be financially smart and in the best interest of our community.” 

“Too big of a middle school! too much movement in the district...not a fan of this at all.  Plus, 
our referendum that asked for 120 failed, going back and asking for that much is not a great 
idea.” 



Option 5 Survey Comments:

“...What are the future savings? If future programs are 
currently leasing space are moved to the middle school, 
how much money does that save? Thousands, Millions?”

“Is there broader information from other districts about student success at larger high 
school vs. smaller? Would this impact programs available at each (AP courses, etc.) or 
no?”



Option 5 Survey Comments:

“Too costly despite the ability to keep students 
together. We left Shakopee district to get away 
from the mega school concept. We do not agree 
wit housing that many students in one school. It 
takes away from the education experience 
(getting lost in the mix), sports, activities and 
poses security concerns…”

“...I strongly disagree with the idea that there should be 3500 students in ONE building! I’ve 
worked in a very large HS...it gets big, kids feel lost and disconnected and there is much 
higher competition for roles in sports, theater, choir etc…”



Option 5 Survey Comments:

“My only concern would be the safety of the students...”

“It is a good concept, but I believe there would be too much wasted space in the renovated 
middle school-if there could be a better option for that second middle school-perhaps a 
longer term sale of the land to a developer that could put in something 
appropriate/education related that the sale could contribute to the financial needs of the 
project”



Option 5 Survey Comments:

“The size of the campus for the middle school 
may be overwhelming for that young age. Imagine 
a 6th grader maneuvering in a school of 2500 
students”

“The proposed use of the middle schools is challenging”



Option 5 Survey Comments:

“I like the this has growth opportunities beyond 
10 years. With a super high school, 
extracurriculars would be competitive with other 
large schools. However, without strong 
alternative programs and resources more 
students will be left behind”



Option 5 Survey Comments:

“...I like the idea of repurposing the current DSC, Would that work 
for Bridges?”



Options Summary

                               
Centralized 
Option 
$46-51M  

Elementary:
Centralized 4-Year Old 
Pre-K Program

                               

                                 
Neighborhood 

Option     $49-54M 
  

Elementary:
4-Year Old Pre-K 
Program in 
Neighborhood Schools

                               

Gr. 6-12

Current Schools 
w/Additions    
$79-87M

                               
2 High Schools w/
MS Additions    
$128-141M 

OR

Gr. 6-12

OR

AND

Gr. E - 12

                               

                
Comprehensive 
Campus     
$223-246M

OR

10+ year plan



Demographics

2.1%

1%

2.5%



Demographics

2.5%



Demographics

6.3%



Next Steps

Design Team Meeting March 22, 1 to 4 p.m.

● Information from Task Force, Input and Listening Sessions used to refine concepts 

and bring to March 28 Input Session

Public Input Session March 28, 6:30 p.m., DSC

Design Team Meeting April 19, 1 to 4 p.m.

● Information from March 28 Input Session used to further refine options prior to 

presentation to School Board

School Board Study Session April 24, 6 p.m.

● Review options

School Board Meeting May 8, 7 p.m.

● Board action



Questions?

www.priorlake-savage.k12.mn.us/growth

input@priorlake-savage.k12.mn.us

http://www.priorlake-savage.k12.mn.us
http://www.priorlake-savage.k12.mn.us
mailto:input@priorlake-savage.k12.mn.us
mailto:input@priorlake-savage.k12.mn.us
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